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Why MEGAR, here and now:

•Relevance of the date and location for the
Spanish RAG community

•Relevance of the date for the RAG community, 
in general



• “We have chosen the acronym MEGAR in recogni@on
of the importance of effec@ve methods in real
geometry, from the origins of real algebra to the
mul@ple emerging applica@ons of real geometry.

•The mo@va@on for holding this MEGAR workshop is
manifold, but can be focused on the 40 year
celebra@on of the first visit of D. W. Dubois to Madrid,
a founda@onal moment for the crea@on of the Spanish
Real Algebraic Geometry research community”.



R. Thom: Stabilite structurelle et morphogenese. NY.
Benjamin, 1972:

“On peut se demander si l'importance attribuée par l'Analyse du
siècle passé au corps complexe, et à la théorie des fonctions
analytiques n'a pas joué un rôle néfaste sur l'orientation des
mathématiques. En permettant l'édification d'une doctrine très
belle, trop belle, ...elle a amené à négliger l'aspect réel et
qualitatif des choses. Il a fallu l'essor de la Topologie, au milieu
du XXème siècle, pour que les mathématiciens reviennent à
l'étude directe des objets géométriques, étude qui n'est
d'ailleurs qu'à peine abordée actuellement; qu’on compare
l’etat d’abandon ou se trouve maintenant la Geometrie
algebrique reelle, avec le degree de sophistication et de
perfection formelle atteint par la Geometrie algebrique
complexe!”



1972, Departamento de 
Álgebra y Fundamentos,
Universidad Complutense 
de Madrid.

Don Pedro Abellanas



1974, Dept. Algebra y Fundamentos







H. Hironaka
(Fields Medal
1970) 



On the Mathema9cal Work of Professor Heisuke Hironaka. Le Dung
Trang and Bernard Teissier. May 2008. Publica@ons of the Research
Ins@tute for Mathema@cal Sciences, Kyoto University. 44(2):165-177

Semianaly9c and subanaly9c sets. E. Bierstone and P. Milman.
Publica(ons mathéma(ques de l’I.H.É.S., tome 67 (1988), p. 5-42.

“In the 1970’s Hironaka developed his theory of subanaly@c
sets. The existence and usefulness of such a theory had been
foreseen by Thom and Lojasiewicz in the 1960’s, …” (LDT, BT)

“The theory of semianaly@c and subanaly@c sets originates
with the work of Lojasiewicz…” (B,M)

http://www.kurims.kyoto-u.ac.jp/~prims/pdf/44-2/44-2-8.pdf
http://www.numdam.org/item?id=PMIHES_1988__67__5_0


• Introduction aux ensembles sous-analytiques, in Singularites a
Cargese (Rencontre Singularites en Geom. Anal., Inst. Etudes Sci.,
Cargese, 1972), 13–20. Asterisque, Nos. 7 et 8, Soc. Math. France,
Paris, 1973.

• Subanalytic sets, in Number theory, algebraic geometry and
commutative algebra, in honor of Yasuo Akizuki, 453–493, Kinokuniya,
Tokyo, 1973.

• Introduction to real-analytic sets and real-analytic maps, Quaderni
dei Gruppi di Ricerca Matematica del Consiglio Nazionale delle
Ricerche, Istituto Matematico “L. Tonelli” dell’Universit`a di Pisa, Pisa,
1973, iii+162 pp



Laurent Schwartz (Fields Medal 1950). Division Problem (1955). 
Stanislaw Lojasiewicz:  1959. Ensembles semianalitiques, 1965. IHES. 153 pp.

https://perso.univ-rennes1.fr/michel.coste/Lojasiewicz.pdf


“This text comes across as a piece of what one might call
‘absolute mathematics’: There is neither a foreword, nor an
introduction, nor does the author – except at very few places –
give motivations as he goes along.

And there are also very few references, but certain notations,
results, and names of theorems are assumed known. One
might see an anlogy of this ‘absolute’ style with Grothendieck’s
uncompromising rewriting of algebraic geometry from scratch.

…This does not say how many members of the community of
real algebraic geometry have actually studied this source.”



• S. Lojasiewicz gave his lecture-course at Orsay (not far from the
I.H.E.S.) while he was on leave from his home university of Cracow
during the academic year of 1964–65.

•Malgrange also informs us that he and R. Thom were among those
who awended this lecture course. (from hwps://perso.univ-
rennes1.fr/marie-francoise.roy/cirm07/Lojasiewiczcomm.pdf )

•“Le premier etude systema@que des ensembles semi-algebriques est
due a Lojasiewicz… (Bochnak-Coste-Roy,  GAR, 1986).

https://perso.univ-rennes1.fr/marie-francoise.roy/cirm07/Lojasiewiczcomm.pdf








Analy@c algebraic func@ons:  locally semi-algebraic sets.

J. Nash: Real algebraic manifolds, Annals of math. Vol. 56 (1952)
via

Acquistaspace, Broglia, Lazzeri-Tognoli (70)

Tognoli: Algebraic Geometry and Nash Func@ons
Academic Press, 1978.





The algebraic way….

Krivine (64), Dubois (69), Risler (70), Galbiatti-
Tognoli (73), Dubois-Efroymson (74), Stengle (74),
Beretta-Tognoli (76), Silhol (78),…



M.E.Alonso, TR: Mario Raimondo contribu/on to
Computer Algebra, in: Lectures in Real Geometry. De
Gruyter, Berlin, 1996.
“On the other hand, I had become interested in real
geometry starting also from the work on real analytic
and semianalytic sets introduced by Lojasiewicz in the
sixties, but in 1977 I had “discovered” Dubois’
Nullstellesatz (done seven years earlier) and I was
moving to a more algebraic setting (because the analytic
case was too difficult for me). So there I was in
Bressanone, presenting a variant of Stengle’s
Positivestellensataz in real geometry.”



Barbara Strelke

Studio 218 Press,
16th April 2018

https://www.google.es/search?hl=es&tbo=p&tbm=bks&q=inauthor:%22Barbara+Strelke%22


….Our time in Spain included day trips in Andalusia but also
one or two trips to Madrid. During one such trip Don spent the
day in the university library, researching math reviews, and I
ventured off by train to Segovia and Ávila…when I returned to
the hotel that evening it was Don who had the most exciting
news. He was recognized, as if picked out of the math line up of
internationally renowned researchers. He wondered how was it
possible since he taught at a second rate university and researched
in an obscure specialty of real algebraic geometry.
Yet, miracles happen. Another miracle that I associate with Spain.



He had been standing at the librarian’s desk, requesting math
volumes, battling communication in Spanglish, and identifying
himself as Professor Dubois from the University of New
Mexico, when he was overheard by a young man at an adjacent
table who blurted out “not Don Dubois!”
The young man was Tomás Recio, one of a handful of
mathematicians in Spain researching in the same field…This
chance meeting, a lucky encounter on Valentine’s Day, 1979,
marked the beginning of 20 years of mathematics collaboration
between Don and Tomás… During the following few days we
met two of Tomás’ most promising math students, Carlos and
Victor, who would both study with Don in Albuquerque the
following year.









“ The years 1978–1980 witnessed the birth of a 
systemaZc and organized corpus of knowledge —a 
theory worth that name— providing the tools required
for a structural understanding of the geometric
behaviour of algebraic varieZes over the field of real 
numbers.”     

Analogy and Its Surprises: An Eyewitness’s ReflecZons on the
Emergence of Real Algebraic Geometry. 
Max Dickmann,  in “Logic, MathemaZcs, Philosophy, Vintage
Enthusiasms: Essays in Honour of John Bell”.  Springer, 2011.







G. Brumfiel, 1979

M. Coste & M.-F. Coste-Roy,
Topologies for real algebraic geometry, 
Topos theore9c methods in geometry, 
Various Publ. Series 30, Aarhus Univ. 1979





M.E.Alonso, TR: Mario Raimondo contribution to
Computer Algebra, in: Lectures in Real Geometry. De
Gruyter, Berlin, 1996.
“On the other hand, I had become interested in real
geometry star@ng also from the work on real analy@c
and semianaly@c sets introduced by Lojasiewicz in the
six@es, but in 1977 I had “discovered” Dubois’
Nullstellesatz (done seven years earlier) and I was
moving to a more algebraic se|ng (because the analy@c
case was too difficult for me). So there I was in
Bressanone, presen@ng a variant of Stengle’s
Posi@vestellensataz in real geometry.”







•C. Andradas. Sobre el Lema Generalizado de 
Thom. Rev. de la Univ. de Santander, Actas VI 
J.M.H.L., (1979) 679-711



….the importance of effective methods in real
geometry, from the origins of real algebra to the
multiple emerging applications of real geometry…

…robotics, complexity issues,
algorithms for parametrization of varieties,
automated reasoning in elementary geometry,…

http://prover-test.geogebra.org/~kovzol/ag/automated-geometer.html?offline=1












Thank you!

Gracias!

Bienvenidos to MEGAR

Welcome to MEGAR


